
TABLE II
THE COMPLEXITY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD AT USERS

The number of Operators
Generationof multiplications (Nt − 1)!8Nt + (Nt + 1) 197
the Vectors squareroots 1 1
Selectionof multiplications (Nt − 1)(4Nt + 2) 54

the BF Vector squareroots (Nt − 1) 3

multiplications 251
Total squareroots 4

VII. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

A. Feedback Comparison

In this subsection, we compare the number of feedback bits
among the proposed method, LF-OSDMA and the extended
LF-OSDMA. We calculate the number of the feedback bits
based on the analytic formula, and summarize them in TABLE
III. Actually, the feedback bits of the extended LF-OSDMA in
Step 5 can not be calculated by the analytic formula, and we
assume itK(log2 Nt + QSINR) this time. Fig. 4 shows the
number of feedback bits for an increase of the number of users
until K = 20. To compare the extended LF-OSDMA with the
proposed method in terms of latency, we assume the extended
LF-OSDMA always informs all users about the index of the
unallocated beam vector. Thus, every system in this paper has
the linearly-increasing number of feedback bits. We assume
that the number of transmit antennas isNt = 4, the number
of feedback bits of the full channel information isQCSI = 20
bits and that of quantizing SINR isQSINR = 3 bits [11].

Fig. 4 shows that the proposed method needs fewer number
of feedback bits than the extended LF-OSDMA, and needs
almost the same number of feedback bits as LF-OSDMA.
We can also observe from Fig. 4 that the difference of the
number of feedback bits between the proposed method and
LF-OSDMA for M = 1 is constant, which represents the
number of feedback bits of the full CSI from initially selected
users. If there is a large number of users, e.g.K = 100, the
proposed method needs much fewer number of feedback bits
than the extended LF-OSDMA and LF-OSDMA withM = 8.
Therefore, the increase of the number of the feedback bits for
the proposed method against that of LF-OSDMA withM = 1
is not large compared with that of LF-OSDMA withM = 8
and extended LF-OSDMA.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE FEEDBACK BITS

Extended Proposed
LF-OSDMA LF-OSDMA Method

Step2
or K(log2 NtM K(log2 NtM SQCSI

StepII +QSINR) +QSINR)
Step5

or K(log2 Nt (K − 1)(log2 Nt

StepV +QSINR) +QSINR)

B. Latency Comparison

In this subsection, we compare the latency among the pro-
posed method, LF-OSDMA, and the extended LF-OSDMA.

Fig. 4. Number of feedback bits of the proposed method, LF-OSDMA,
and the extended LF-OSDMA for an increase of the number of usersK,
QCSI = 20, S is the number of users selected by the base station,M is the
number of subcodebooks,QSINR = 3 and the number of transmit antennas
is Nt = 4

TABLE IV lists the comparison of system latency.δBC is
the latency that is the amount of time from the sending pilot
signals of the base station to the receiving of all users in the
cell; δall is the latency that is the amount of time from the
sending feedback information of all users to the receiving of
the base station;δad is the latency that is the amount of time
from the sending the information of unallocated beam vector
of the base station to the receiving of all users in the cell;
andδselect is the latency that is the amount of time from the
sending the feedback information of the initially selected users
to receiving of the base station.

TABLE IV shows that the extended LF-OSDMA and the
proposed method have to tolerate higher latency than that of
LF-OSDMA. In practical systems,δBC and δad are much
lower thanδall or δselec, becauseδBC andδad use a downlink
broadcast channel. In addition, if there is a large number of
users in the cell,δselec is much smaller thanδall. Therefore,
the increase of the latency for the proposed method against
LF-OSDMA is not large. However, the increase of the latency
affects the capacity of the proposed method, particularly in
case of high mobility.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON SYSTEM LATENCY

Expanded Proposed
LF-OSDMA LF-OSDMA Method

BS → User
(Step1 or Step I) δBC δBC δBC

User→ BS
(Step2 or Step II) δall δall δselect

BS → User
(Step4 or Step IV) δad δad

User→ BS
(Step5 or Step V) δall δall


